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Abstract
Two important tools utilized by a programmer include a Search tool
capable of locating relevant information across a codebase, and a Version
Control System (VCS) to manage the changes to that codebase over time. The
Search tool is of even greater utility if it is aware of the syntax of the
underlying codebase, referred to as a Lexical Search. While VCSs and Search
toolsareprevalent(toalesserextentLexicalSearch),theuseandexistence
of a unified tool remains exceptional.
The goal of this thesis is to create a Versioned Lexical Search system
in order to provide a user the capability to perform a syntactically aware
search over a codebase and across time through an IDE and VCS. This will
enabletheabilitytonotonlyfindarelevantsyntacticforminthecodebase,
but to also see how that syntactic form changed over time as the application
evolved and display it in a user-friendly manner. For example: one could
search for a class named: "Foo", and issue a query to locate the earliest
instance of that class in the repository and track its evolution through
branches and merges.
The implementation described in this thesis replaces an earlier,
standaloneprototypeimplementedbyAlexGarcia<adgarcia@uwm.edu>andMichael
Haufe <mlhaufe@uwm.edu> and described in the Capstone Project "Versioned
Lexical Search Interface"[1]
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3. Introduction
DuringtheSoftwareDevelopmentProcess,twoimportanttoolsutilizedby
Software Engineers include a Version Control System (VCS) such as Subversion
and an IDE such as Eclipse in which development and code viewing are
performed. In addition to their base functionality, these particular tools
also often provide a means of performing search overtheprogramsourcefiles
they operate on. These search capabilities range from literal textual match
systems, as can be seen in the majority of text editors, to a full grep-like
search system or even a lexical search system whichisawareofthesyntaxof
the underlying text as can be seen in IDEs such as Eclipse for the Java
language. This latter search system though is a rare occurrence in IDEs and
VCSs. This is partly due to to the effort involved in creating such a system
properly for a given set of languages, and also partly due to the desire of
the implementers of these systems to provide general purpose tools to work
with any textual file instead of a more limited set of programming language
specific ones.
The benefits of being able to search across a codebase have long been
recognized. Beyond the common case of manually entering a query to obtain
results, search is also leveraged implicitly in more advanced cases such as
refactoring subsets of code and locating references to aparticularsyntactic
form. This latter case requires a search system beyond the simple textual
match system. Instead, complex regular expressions or lexically aware search
systems are utilized. A lexical search system is especially powerful and
accurate over its or regex based alternatives as itcanprovidemoreaccurate
search results and allow one to issue more complexqueriesduetobeingaware
of the underlying syntax of the language. The drawback to having a lexical
searchthoughisthatitrequiresparsingofthesourcefilesbeforeitcanbe
used and is also slower than its simpler textual or regular expression based
counterparts.
DespitethesignificantprogresswhichhasbeenmadeinbothVCSandIDE
features,onewhichhasnotbeenforthcomingisonewhichenablesaprogrammer
the ability to perform a lexical search across the history of a source code
repository from an IDE. This capability would enable onetonotonlylocatea
desired syntactic construct, but would also enable them to follow trends in
over time as the codebase evolved. Some example trendsthatcouldbefollowed
include, but are not limited to: code size, cyclomaticcomplexity,anddesign
patterns.
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Having available such high level information can enable intriguing
questionstobeaskedaboutacodebasewhichcanthenbeevaluated.Anexample
of a question that might be asked is: "Areallinstancesofswitchstatements
inourprojecteventuallyrefactoredintoadifferentform?".Byfollowingthe
evolutionarytrendofthesesyntacticconstructs,ananswercouldbefound.If
the answer is yes, then a decision could be made by a Software Engineering
team, to disallow the use of switch statements in future development and
thereby increasing productivity by preventing the refactoring effort thathas
had a tendency to plague the project.
What follows is a description of an application which enables the
ability to execute lexical queries from an IDE, but unlike the lexical query
functionality which may already be found in the IDE,thisqueryalsooperates
over the VCS associated with the given codebase, thus providing historical
results for a given query. This search system is also loosely coupled from a
given IDE or VCS and also from a given client's machine, allowing each to
evolve separately without impacting one another.
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4. Approach
The Versioned Lexical Search system will be realized by leveraging and
integrating a number of existing and popular tools in order to minimize
developmenttimeaswellasreducepotentialmigrationtaxestowardsadoption.
More concretely, the company Semantics Designs[2] has developed a Lexical
Search Tool which supports a number of programming languages. This tool will
beintegratedintoSubversion[3](VCS)toenablethedesiredVersionedLexical
Search capability. Subversion will also be extended to automaticallygenerate
and/or update the necessary Lexical Search database after everycommitfroma
client. A RESTful[5] url will also be exposed on the same server to enable
remote execution of desired queries and to update theLexicalSearchdatabase
as needed from multiple clients. Additionally, the Eclipse[4] IDE will be
extended in order to provide a user friendly interfacetoexecutequeriesand
display results inline.
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5. Implementation

5.1 Overview
The implementation of this Versioned Lexical Search system depends on
the synthesis of four major components/subsystems:
1. A system of generating and maintaining a Lexical Search database
2. A public API for executing queries, initiating a database build, and
returning structured results to a client
3. Extension of a VCS to initiate updates and rebuilds of the Lexical
Search database following the creation of a new revision in the VCS
4. An integrated plugin into an IDE (Eclipse) in order to enable user
friendly interaction with the server's exposed public APIs
A high level visualization of this implementation can be seen below:

Figure 1 Client Server Interaction
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5.2 Generating Lexemes and Search Database
Before a Lexical Query can be executed across the SVN repository, a
searchdatabasemustfirstbegeneratedfromtheexistingsourcefilesforthe
language.Therepositoryforagivenprojectcanbesignificantinsizethough
with revision counts in the millions. (For example, the Apache Batik project
has~1.6millionrevisions).Singlerevisionscanalsobesignificantinsize.
Since it is not known before hand what ranges a client may wish to query nor
howmanyclientswillbeperformingqueries,performingthegenerationofthis
search database dynamically when a request is made wouldbeunwise.Insteada
batchmodewillbeusedtoperformthedesiredprocessingforeachrevisionin
the desired range.
Theprocessingofsourcefilesintoasearchdatabaseisaccomplishedby
using two of Semantic Designs' tools: a Lexeme Extractor and a Search Engine
Indexer.TheLexemeExtractorgeneratesafileforeachsourcefiledescribing
the lexemes contained therein. These lexeme files are then processed by the
Search Engine Indexer into a single Search Engine index database with code
metricsinformation.Itisthisdatabaseagainstwhichlexicallyawarequeries
are made.

Figure 2 Default Generation of Index Database
The Semantic Designs' search tool was never designed to work across
revisions of a codebase, nor to integrate with a VCS. To overcome this
shortcoming and achieve the desired effect, the source files from each
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revision of the project will be obtained from the VCS and combined into one
massive directory structure which retains the original path and revision
history in the VCS. As far as the Lexeme Extractor, Indexer, and Search Tool
are concerned, this would simply be a single projectasitisignorantofany
higherlevelsemanticrelationsofadirectorystructurebeyondthelexemesof
the provided source files. A high level view of this process can be seen in
the figure below:

Figure 3 Modified Generation of Index Database
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5.3 RESTful Interface
Having the ability to execute search queries and initiate a rebuild
remotelyfromavarietyofendpointsisdesirableforscalabilityandutility.
The main features necessary to utilize the Versioned Lexical Search database
are exposed with three URIs: a method to execute a (re)build of the Search
Database based on a given revision range, a methodtoexecutelexicalqueries
across a revision range, and a method to obtain code metrics for a given
sourcefileacrossarevisionrange.ThereisalsoautilityURItodownloada
file from a specific revision.

5.3.1 (Re)building Search Database
Initiating a rebuild of the the search database toincludeaparticular
range can be accomplished by executing an HTTP POST request to the Versioned
Lexical Search server with the necessary parameters:
POST http://vlsserver
cmd=rebuild
repo=<REPO>
start=<START>
end=<END>

where the parameter "cmd" is the "rebuild" command; "repo"isthenameofthe
repository (ie. "batik"); and the parameters "start" and "end" are the
starting and ending revisions in which to perform the rebuild.
Rebuilds are incremental and do not recreate the lexemes of existing
source files nor export revisions from the VCS that have already been
exported. Only the Search Index Database is recreated based on the lexemes
newly made available from the union of the oldandnewrevisionsexportedand
processed from the VCS.
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Response:
The response from the server is simply a 204 status code when it
completes(Successfullyprocessed,nocontenttoreturn).Thiscanpotentially
be modified to return a log of the process, or other desired information of
the rebuild process. Given that the execution of a rebuild across a large
range of revisions can take a significant amount of time to complete, a
connectiontimeoutisprobable.Thiscommandisbestusedforsmallerrevision
ranges. This command is idempotent.

5.3.2 Lexical Search Queries
In order to execute a query against the Lexical Search database
remotely, an HTTP GET request to the server is performed with the necessary
parameters:
GET http://vlsserver
cmd=query
repo=<REPO>
start=<START>
end=<END>
query=<QUERY>

where the parameter "cmd" is the "query" command; "repo" is the name of the
repository (ie. "batik"); the parameters "start" and "end" are the starting
and ending revisions in which to perform the query;and"query"isthesearch
string is the target pattern to locate. The format for legal queries can be
located in the Appendix.
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Response:
ContentType: text/csv
<LINE>,<REVISION>,<PATH>,<MATCH>
...

<LINE>
<REVISION>
<PATH>
<MATCH>

The line number where the match was found
The revision number of the match
The file path in the repo. of the match.
Example: "trunk/src/jpcsp/JpcspMainGUI.java"
The surrounding line in the source file of the match
Example (for the query 'static'):
"public static void main(String args[]){"

5.3.3 Code Metric Queries
During the generation of the Lexical Search database, code metrics are
gathered as well. These metrics include: cyclomatic complexity, totals for
lines of code, blank lines, and comment lines. By executing a GET request to
the following URL, this information can be obtained foragivenfileacrossa
range of revisions:
GET http://vlsserver
cmd=metrics
repo=<REPO>
start=<START>
end=<END>
path=<PATH>
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Response:
ContentType: text/csv

<REV>,<PATH>,<TOTAL_LINES>,<CODE_LINES>,<COMMENT_LINES>,<BLANK_LINES>,<COMMENTS>,<CYCLO>

...
<REV>
<PATH>
<TOTAL_LINES>
<CODE_LINES>
<COMMENT_LINES>
<BLANK_LINES>
<COMMENTS>
<CYCLO>

The revision of the file
The path of the file
Ex: "trunk/src/jpcsp/JpcspMainGUI.java"
The total number of lines present in the file
The number of code lines
The number of comment lines
The number of blank lines
The comment count, in contrast to how many lines
these comments consume in the file
The cyclomatic complexity of the file

5.3.4 Downloading Files
To avoid requiring a client to have SVN commandlinetoolsinstalledor
having to manually navigate through SVN's web interface toviewafile,there
isaURLexposedthatenablesthedownloadofafilefromtherepositoryfora
specific revision:
GET http://vlsserver
cmd=download
repo=<REPO>
rev=<REV>
path=<PATH>

wheretheparameter"cmd"isthe"download"command;"repo"isthenameofthe
repository (ie. "jpcsp"); the parameter "rev" is the revision number of the
file, and "path" is the qualified path of the desired file (ie.
"trunk/src/jpcsp/SomeFile.java")
Response:
ContentType: text/plain

The result of the GET query is the desired file.
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5.4 SVN Extension
SVNprovidesameansofextendingfunctionalitythroughafeaturecalled
"hooks". A hook is a program which is executed by SVN following a predefined
event such as the commitment of a new revision to the repository. This
specificevent"post-commit"istheonewhichwillbeleveragedtoensurethat
the Lexical Search database remain synced with the codebase in the repository.
With the availability of a url to perform the necessary update and
generation of Lexical Search databases for a given repository, the extension
of SVN becomes a trivial matter. When the "post-commit" hook is executed by
SVN, the hook executes an HTTP POST request to the service url with current
repository name and revision number. Ex:
POST http://vlsserver
cmd=rebuild
repo=jpcsp
start=173
end=173

While the assumption is that the SVN server is on the same machine as
the Lexical Database, this is not required. The local domain in the example
could be replaced by an external one at the penalty of efficiency. When the
SVN server and the Lexical Database are indeed on the same machine, and a
localurlisgiven(i.e.127.0.0.1),thisisgenerallyresolvedbythemachine
in a way that avoids utilizing the network hardware.

5.5 Eclipse Plugin
While the exposed URLs provide an endpoint agnostic meanswithwhichto
execute commands, they are not user friendly. Extending an IDE (Eclipse in
thiscase),withameanstoexecutethecommandsbehindthescenesandprovide
graphicalviewsoftheresponsescanaidusabilityoftheserverandprovidea
clearer understanding of a query result in context.
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Figure 4 VLS System Menu

ThefirstadditiontotheIDEisanewSystemMenuitemwhichcontainsa
list of commands supported by the plugin. Each ofthesemenuitemswillyield
a prompt which will perform queries against a given Versioned Lexical Search
server and provide graphical results where applicable.

5.5.1 Executing a Search Query

Figure 5 Search Repository Prompt
The first menu option provides a form with which to execute lexical
search queries against a Versioned Lexical Search server. Upon executing the
search, the query url (described in section 4.3.2) isgeneratedintheproper
format then visited. The response CSV is then parsedanddisplayedintabular
form.
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5.5.2 Viewing Search Results

Figure 6 Query Result View
The results of the query executed from the prompt described in the
previous section are displayed in tabular form. The columns match the given
columns in the parsed CSV provided from the VLS server:
"Line": The line in the source file where the match occurs
"Revision": The revision of the source code file in the repository.
"Path": The qualified path of the file in the repository.
"Match": A preview of the line in which the match was discovered. Used as a
contextual view to aid in finding a desired match.
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Opening Search Result

Figure 7 Opening Query Result
Bydoubleclickingononeofthesearchresultsinthetabularview,the
specified file is downloaded from the VLS server (by executing a request
against the URL specified in section 4.3.4) and opened in the IDE with the
specified line highlighted.

5.5.3 Executing Code Metrics Query
Obtaining statistics on a repository across a specific range can be
obtained from the IDE by using the "Show Metrics" prompt. Along with the VLS
server url and a revision range, a qualified file path must be provided as
well. The results of the query are then displayed graphically as a plot:
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Figure 8 Show Metrics Prompt

5.5.3 Code Metrics Trend Lines
The resulting CSV of a metrics query is parsed and displayed in a
graphical line plot across the specified revisions. The missing revision
numbers from the graph occur when the file is unchanged in the Subversion
Server(executingan"svnlog"commandontherevisionrangewouldexcludethe
file for the given revision).

Figure 9 Metrics Graph View
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Rebuilding Versioned Lexical Search Database
The SVN repository is already extended to automatically rebuildtheVLS
database when a commit occurs (Section 4.4). In the event that the database
needs to be rebuilt for a given revision range, this functionality is also
exposed in the IDE through the "Rebuild Search Database" menu option:

Figure 10 Rebuild Database Prompt
Executing a rebuild on a large revision range can potentially be
significantlytimeconsuming.Asaresult,smallerrangesshouldbeused.Ifa
complete rebuild needs to be done, this can potentially cause timeout issues
with the IDE. The rebuild process will continue regardless of the client
status.
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6. Related Work
Three systems have been identified as being similar to the work
accomplished here: LXR [6], OpenGrok [7], and FishEye[8].
The LXR Cross Referencer is a source code indexerandcross-referencer.
Itprovidesaweb-basedinterfacetonavigatecodebytransformingsourcecode
files into hypertext documents with the identifiers of the program text into
navigable links. A query system is provided, but is limited to regular
expressions, identifiers, and file name queries. The LXR systemdoesfollowa
similar approach to managing multiple revisions though from a VCS by
leveragingasub-directorystructurethatencodestheinformation.Thissystem
isalsosimilarinthatitusesanindexinganddatabasecreationphasebefore
thesystemcanbeutilized.TheLXRdatabaseonlycontainstheidentifiersand
their locations though, and is not lexically away beyond this.
FishEye is a commercial revision control browser created by Atlassian,
Inc.whichprovidestheabilitytobrowseandsearchtherevisionhistoryofa
number of repositories in a single web-based view. The query language the
system utilizes for performing searches is a SQL-like DSL referred to as
"EyeQL". Unlike the system described in this paper, FishEye is a read-only
view into the underlying VCSs, also the query language provided by FishEye
operates on the metadata of the repository files and not the content of the
files themselves. For example: directory, revision, author, and date. The
FishEye system can not perform lexically aware queries over the underlying
source files.
The OpenGrok system is most similar to the workdescribedinthispaper
and is an open source Source Code Search Engine which provides plugins for a
numberofIDEsandprovidesaweb-based,read-onlyviewintoanumberofVCSs.
OpenGrok's lexical search functionality is the most advanced of the three
systems described in this section; it is capable of locating symbols and
definitionsinaVCSanddisplayingtheresults.WhiledevelopmentofOpenGrok
beganinlate2006,itisstillconsideredarelativelyyoungproduct(version
0.12 at the time of this writing) and lacks some of the more advanced query
features available in the Semantic Designs search engine utilized by the
project described in this paper. OpenGrok's search capabilities, while
lexical, are limited to identifying definitions, symbols, path, and revision
history. More complex information such as queries based on token
classification, or range queries are not supported. The syntax, instead of
being free-form and compositional, instead utilizes a syntax similar to what
23

is used in Google's search engine: "path:Makefile defs:target". Thereisalso
limited regular expression support. OpenGrok also presents historical results
in a different manner than the Versioned Lexical Search system (VLS) in this
paper. In VLS the approach followed is to identify a syntactic form and
display the evolution of that form over time. InOpenGrok,theapproachisto
identifyaresult,andthennavigatefromthatfileinameanssimilartoLXR,
namely to follow definition references through hypertext to other source
files.
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7. Conclusion
In this thesis a description of a system was provided which has the
capability of performing lexically aware queries across a Version Control
System from an IDE or through a RESTful API which yields meaningful results
for a provided syntactic form as well as a means of obtaining metric data
about a codebase throughout its evolution.
Thequeryingfunctionalityandrelatedresultswereenabledbyextending
and integrating into a popular IDE (Eclipse) as a plugin, by adding a
post-commit hook to a popular VCS (Subversion), exposing a set of RESTful
service urls to provide an API, and leveraging acommerciallanguageparser+
search engine to build a lexically aware search database (Semantic Designs
"Source Code Search Engine").
While there exists a number of similar tools in the same spirit as the
system described in this paper, none of those tools evaluated were designed
withthegoaloffollowingtheevolutionofasyntacticconstructovertimein
a codebase. Instead, these tools emphasized the ability tolocateasymbolor
definition and then provide a means to navigate from that result through the
rest of the codebase by following a graph ofreferencesgeneratedfromsource
file metadata and matching definition results.
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8. Future Work
●

Performance
Regrettably, the means for the current implementation to interact on a
server with the Semantic Designs tools and SVN is limited to a set of
commandlineexecutableswhichcomplicateparallelprocessingaswellas
require the implementation to parse results utilizing regular
expressions on a set of strings ("svn log", "DMSSearchEngine", etc).
Having a set of APIs available from both systems which can return
structured data would aid in increasing the performance of this system.
● Broader Repository Support
SVN is not the only VCS which exposes "hook"-like functionality or a
means to query and export file contents. Given that these are the only
requirements in order to integrate a VCS with the creation of the
necessary Lexical Search databases, integration with these alternative
VCSs is a logical next step.
● Broader IDE support
Given that the efforts of Lexical Search database creation and Version
Control is managed on a remote server behind asetofURLs,thereisno
tight coupling to a client beyond a plugin for one or more desired
development environments to enable a user-friendly view for executing
queries and viewing results. The extension of the Eclipse IDE as a
proof-of-concept can be seen as a first step do to the popularity of a
variety of text-editors and other IDEs in use
● Broader Language Support
The current implementation only supports the Java programming language.
The Semantic Designs Search Engine can be utilized further to enable
queries across dozens of other programming languages but this requires
further effort in the command line parsers for each specific language.
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9. Appendix

9.1 Query Syntax
The Semantic Designs command line tool for performing search queries
(DMSSearchEngine) supports a variety of patterns. The exposed URL and IDE
options exposed to the client will forward the textual query pattern to this
tool and execute it as provided. Not all features of the search engine are
exposed, but for the features which are indeed madeavailablecanbefoundin
thissection.Thisinformationisderivedfromtheprovideddocumentationthat
accompanies the installation of the Semantic Designs tools[2].

Reserved Tokens
Reserved words in the source text are discovered by singly quoting the
desired token:

'static'
A sequence of these tokens may also be used. This sequence is
represented by the juxtaposition of quoted token forms:

'public' 'void'
Token Classifications
Tokens which are not Reserved Words can be specified by classification
identifiers using the form: <ID>=<VALUE>, where <ID> is aletterrepresenting
a token's classification:

IKOPSNFC
Which stand for: Identifier, Keyword, Operator, Punctuation, String, Number,
Float and Comment, respectively. The <Value> is the value of that token. For
example, to locate the Identifier named "ElfHeader", a query of the
following form can be used:
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I=ElfHeader
This form is composable and sequentiable with other query forms as well:

'public' 'void' I=ElfHeader
Wildcards
Identifier token forms can be specified with wildcard characters '*' in
order to execute generic queries:

I=Elf*
Which finds all identifiers with the prefix 'Elf'
Nearby Queries
A sequence of token patterns do not have tobeadjacentwhencreatinga
query.Tofindtokenformsseparatedbyanirrelevantorunknownsetoftokens
in-between the two, the '...' form is used to ignore the intermediary tokens:

'for' '(' ... ')'
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